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The Majestic Mix-Up

T

here was once a vast place that
had two very distinct areas.
On one side were snowy iciclecovered mountains, frozen lakes, and
snowy pine trees and it was always
misty and foggy. The other side was a
wide hot desert of rolling black sand
hills spotted with warm lakes. The
sand was shiny and crystallized and
there were glass cacti and snakes.
There were dark clouds full of
diamonds and gold and the sky always
smelled of either grilled cheese or
s’mores.
Growing throughout the world
were rare and beautiful juice roses.
They had lime green petals and million
dollar bill leaves. They were 8 feet tall

and difficult to get to, so you would
have to work for the money. If you
broke them in half you could drink
their juice and if you kept squeezing
them more money would come out.
They spoke a special rose language that
humans couldn’t understand.
Living throughout the world were
rainbow dinosaurs (who were nice) that
would light up in the dark. They had
long necks covered in diamonds. There
were also pink and green dolphins
who shot money out of their blow
holes, fluffy fur dogs, and flying lion
acrobats.
People swam in the strawberrykiwi-watermelon soda oceans so they
could stay alive forever. As the diamond

and gold rain fell into the ocean it
turned to gold whales and crystal
dolphins. Swimming in the lemonade
and apple juice rivers were blob fish
and great cherry fish.
To get around people used big pink
boats that could go underwater and had
helicopter pads. Every boat was filled
with tiny dolls called “plastics” who
lounged around all over the place. The
boats were well equipped with video
games and giant tv screens and were
all connected by a service called the
“charlotte web.”
This world was home to Crystal
the Diamond Queen. She was very
beautiful and had a spiral horn that
changed color based on her emotions
and could shoot a laser that would
make people good. Her afro was longer
than her arms. She lived in a castle

mansion on a moving island in the
ocean, half of the mansion was glass
and under water. She drove around a
limo-submarine that had a screen that
let her keep an eye on her mansion.
Her mother passed on many special
powers to her (invisibility, telekinesis,
teleporting, x-ray vision, and crime
prediction) and asked her to use them
for good.
Working alongside Crystal was
Dash Voyager, a doo-doo bird who could
change gender. He wore a butterfly
cape and a hat that let just a little tuft
of hair stick out in front, he had a
bad hairline and the rest of his head
didn’t have much hair. His feet turned
to flippers because he lived in an
underground cave and he had a hand
that could quickly shoot out grappling
ropes. He worked with Crystal to help

people but was mostly motivated by his
desire for fame and attention.
King Mazilla the Nightmare, a
cyborg gorilla, was Crystal’s nemesis.
He was 20 feet tall, fluffy and black,
had a pink nose and no heart, had a
scarred face, and wore an eye patch to
cover his laser eye. If you looked into
that laser eye you would be turned
into a tree. He had a home in a cave
in an enchanted jungle that was only
accessible through a secret portal. His
goodness was taken by bullies and so
he wanted everyone else to be bad, too.
Secretly, he wanted his heart back.
King Mazilla’s only friend was
Eclipsa. She was beautiful and had
a scar on her face and very pale skin
except for black hands which she
would hide with gloves. On each side
of her head she had a set of eyes that

were blue and purple and wore a red
and black shoulder-length wig and a
bodysuit made out of rags. She lived in
an underground village and used her
dark magic powers to control people’s
minds and to fly and change the size of
things around her. She was bullied as
a kid and wanted revenge so she would
gobble people up to help her change
into a pengwolf.
One day Crystal the Diamond
Queen and Dash Voyager were out for
a walk discussing how to keep their
world safe. Little did they know that
King Mazilla and Eclipsa were also out
for a walk and were terrorizing people
along the way. Mazilla and Eclipsa
spotted Crystal and Dash and started to
sneak up behind them...

